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Photoreduction of SERS-Active Metallic Nanostructures on Chemically-Patterned Ferroelectric Crystals
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ABSTRACT: Photodeposition of metallic nanostructures onto ferroelectric surfaces is typically based on patterning local surface reactivity via electric field poling. Here, we demonstrate metal deposition onto substrates which have been chemically patterned via proton exchange (i.e., without polarization reversal). The chemical patterning provides the ability to tailor the electrostatic fields near the surface of lithium niobate crystals and these engineered fields are used to fabricate metallic nanostructures. The effect of the proton exchange process on the
piezoelectric and electrostatic properties of the surface is characterized using voltage modulated atomic force microscopy techniques, which combined with modeling of the electric fields at the surface of the crystal, reveal that the deposition occurs preferentially along the boundary between ferroelectric and proton exchanged regions. The metallic nanostructures have been further functionalized with a target probe molecule, 4-aminothiophenol, from which surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) signal is detected, demonstrating the suitability of chemically patterned ferroelectrics as SERS-active templates.
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The polarization-mediated chemistry of ferroelectric surfaces could enable a new set of applications based on assembly of molecules and complex nanostructures and on local control of reactivity.\textsuperscript{1, 2} Recent efforts have explored polarization-dependent molecular absorption\textsuperscript{3, 4} and desorption,\textsuperscript{5, 6} ice nucleation,\textsuperscript{7} and artificial photosynthesis.\textsuperscript{8} One area that has attracted significant attention in the past decade is the photochemical reduction of metal nanoparticles, \textit{i.e.}, photodeposition. Originally, this was demonstrated on barium titanate, whereby aqueous Ag\textsuperscript{+} was reduced to metallic Ag\textsuperscript{0} on the surface of positive domains.\textsuperscript{9, 10} Photochemical growth of metals on other ferroelectrics including lead zirconate titanate\textsuperscript{11-15} and LiNbO\textsubscript{3} (lithium niobate (LN))\textsuperscript{16-18} have been studied extensively. Photodeposition behavior has been found to depend on polarization effects (\textit{e.g.}, bound polarization charge, screening charge, band bending) and defects and doping. Furthermore, depending on the illumination conditions (wavelength, intensity, illumination time, \textit{etc.}), photoreduction can occur on both positively and negatively poled domains. Uniquely, for LN crystals, photochemical reduction can result in the formation of nanowires that form along the domain wall.\textsuperscript{19}

When a LN crystal is illuminated with a light source of energy higher than the bandgap (~3.9 eV), electron-hole pairs are generated by optical absorption (the UV absorption edge is ~318 nm).\textsuperscript{20} In the presence of the electrostatic field generated by domain boundaries, these charges are spatially separated, forming space charge regions in the LN crystal. At the surface, these charge carriers can take part in reduction and oxidation reactions. In periodically poled LN, the photoreduction has been found to occur along 180\degree domain boundaries, resulting in the deposition of Ag at domain walls.\textsuperscript{19} Away from the boundaries, the in plane component of the electric field perpendicular to the domain walls is reduced. Depending on the illumination conditions, the photogenerated electron cannot be used for photodeposition unless there are local
electronic or topographic defects or band bending. Recently, the dependence of photodeposition on LN surfaces on light wavelength and intensity and on the concentration of the AgNO3 solution has been reported by Sun et al.21, 22

Domain patterning results in regions of opposite polarization and in LN is typically performed via electric field poling.23 An alternative approach for patterning the electric fields at the surface of LN crystals is based on chemical patterning. Proton exchange (PE) is a process consisting of the substitution of Li+ ions with H+ ions provided by an acid solution, which modifies the properties of the surface,24 and allows the optical, ferroelectric, and piezoelectric properties of the crystal to be tailored.25, 26 The PE surface layer has H+ protons embedded in the crystalline lattice, forming a HₓLi₁₋ₓNbO₃ compound.27, 28 The disruption of the crystal lattice induces a change in the surface properties. In LN, the polarization arises from the contribution of Li and Nb ions displaced with respect to the oxygen planes. Thus, by reducing the concentration of Li through PE, the intrinsic polarization is reduced. By applying this chemical patterning method periodically (i.e., through a mask), this process can be used to modulate the polarization, and hence the electrostatic fields, at the surface of the LN crystal.25, 26

Given the importance of interfaces (e.g., photoconducting domain walls29) and defects on the properties and reactivity of LN, and the demonstrated impact of built-in electric fields associated with PE on domain switching,25, 26 in this study, we have explored the role periodic PE (PPE) engineered interfaces have on the photochemistry of LN surfaces. Notably, the nanowires formed on periodically poled LN have been shown to be conducting,30 and such high aspect-ratio (nanometer widths with micrometer lengths),19 functional nanowires could be of technological relevance in, e.g., biosensors and surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) applications.31, 32 The width of the deposited nanowires, however, is confined to the domain wall width, and the
shape of domains that can be fabricated on LN is strongly tied to the crystallographic axes, whereas the PE process is not confined by poling geometries. In addition, chemical patterning via PE does not require the application of large DC biases needed for periodic poling. Thus, it is possible to effectively pattern surface reactivity without electric field poling and the crystal is used mainly as a mechanical support. The introduction of a chemical patterning technique provides an additional degree of freedom in tailoring the shape (i.e., the width and the geometries) of the metallic nanostructures that can be fabricated on the ferroelectric surfaces.

Thus, photodeposition on ferroelectric surfaces allows for the control (via electrical and chemical patterning and via deposition conditions) of the size, shape, and distribution of metallic nanostructures, which will enable new ways to pattern arrays of complex nanostructures and control local reactivity from nano- to microscales. In addition, such ferroelectric templates are reusable (the structures can be removed) and reconfigurable (the pattern can be rewritten).

RESULTS

The fabrication of periodically proton exchanged LN (PPELN) crystals is described in detail in the methods section. Briefly, reactive ion etching (RIE) has been used to create openings in a Ti-mask, and PE has been performed through these openings, leaving a PPELN crystal with LN and PE regions, as illustrated in Figure 1a. The lateral diffusion (LD) of protons underneath the Ti stripes\textsuperscript{25,26} results in final PE widths which are broader than the original mask openings ($w_{\text{PE}} = w_{\text{RIE}} + 2w_{\text{LD}}$).

In order to visualize the electric fields near the surface of the PPELN samples, the out-of-plane ($E_z$) and in-plane ($E_x$) built-in electric field components were modeled using COMSOL Multiphysics, as shown in Figure 1b for the $-z$ crystal surface. At the boundary between the PE
and LN regions, $E_x$ is at a maximum. The electric field lines in the PPELN crystal are shown in Figure 1c for the $-z$ crystal surface. The fields are highly inhomogeneous across the PE-LN interfaces. It is expected that the electric field at these interfaces will separate the photogenerated electron-hole pairs. The electric fields for the $+z$ crystal point in the opposite direction to those in Figure 1.

Prior to processing, the LN crystals, which have been polished to an optical grade, have a surface roughness of $< 0.5 \text{ nm} \text{ RMS}$. The PE processing introduces topographical features, arising from the Ti mask fabrication and the PE itself. During the former, the samples have been slightly over-etched in the chlorinated RIE in order to ensure full opening of the windows for PE in the Ti masking layer, and this results in regular trenches of width $w_{\text{RIE}}$. Furthermore, the introduction of protons into LN induces significant lattice distortions, which on $z$-cut substrates, results in a swelling of the crystal surface.\textsuperscript{33, 34} Accordingly, the PE regions can be identified in the atomic force microscopy (AFM) topography images (Figures 2a and 3a) as swollen areas of width $w_{\text{PE}}$ at the crystal surface, containing an eroded region of width $w_{\text{RIE}}$. The periodicity ($\sim 6 \mu\text{m}$) of the PE areas is in agreement with the mask dimensions. Despite the etching induced damage, the average surface roughness of the PPELN surfaces is 2 nm rms. The RIE trench depth is spatially inhomogeneous. In some instances, particularly on the $+z$ crystal surface, the PE$_{\text{RIE}}$ region is even slightly raised due to the PE-induced swelling.

The electrostatic properties of the PPELN surfaces have been characterized using electrostatic force microscopy (EFM). The EFM phase image (Figure 2c) of the $-z$ surface has been acquired simultaneously (in lift mode) with the topography image shown in Figure 2a. The locations where the electrostatic signal changes most abruptly are at the PE-LN interface and within the PE region at the PE$_{\text{LD}}$-PE$_{\text{RIE}}$ interface. This correlates well with the electric field modeling,
which shows a difference in the out-of-plane field component between PE and LN regions, and a strong in-plane field component at the PE-LN boundary. There is a strong correlation between the surface topography and the EFM phase images, as shown in the line profile cross sections of the topography and EFM phase images (Figure 2b,d, respectively). Given the large tip-sample electrostatic forces present and the small lift height, it is likely that the tip interacts mechanically with the surface, however, this is not expected to affect the qualitative observations of the field gradient at the boundary between PE and LN regions. The topography and EFM phase images (Figure 3a,c) of the +z surface, and their line profiles (Figure 3b,d), show a similar behavior to the –z PPELN surface.

In order to determine the effect of PE on the piezoelectric properties of PELN, piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) has been used. PFM amplitude images (Figures 2e and 3e, different locations than Figures 2a-d and 3a-d), illustrate a reduction of the piezoelectric response from PE regions. To correlate the PFM with the topography and EFM images, line profiles (Figures 2f and 3f) have been indicated. The regions with the highest piezoresponse correspond to the LN crystal, whereas the PE region can be identified from the RIE trench and adjacent swelling, and has markedly reduced piezoresponse. The lateral inhomogeneities in the piezoresponse from the PE areas may be a result of a non-uniform diffusion-limited PE process under the mask. The PFM phase images (insets to Figures 2e and 3e) show the expected +90° and -90° signal for –z and +z surfaces, respectively, but also demonstrate that the direction of the polarization is preserved in the PE regions.

The -/+ z PPELN crystal surfaces have been imaged using AFM again after exposure to light of 254 nm wavelength for 10 minutes (Figure 4a,c). There is clear evidence of Ag nanoparticle deposition at the boundary between the PE and LN regions. From the line profiles (Figure 4b,d),
the deposited region is determined to be $2.71 \pm 0.14$ and $2.58 \pm 0.11$ µm wide and $17.17 \pm 0.79$ and $15.38 \pm 0.66$ nm high for the $-z$ and $+z$ surfaces, respectively (in all cases, the reported value is averaged for $n=10$ measurements). Careful inspection reveals that the Ag has reduced preferentially on the PE side of the LN-PE interface (in the PE$_{LD}$ region) for both crystal surfaces. As control experiments, we have determined that deposition does not occur under the same parameters in visible light, or under illumination from a 365 nm pen lamp. Nor does deposition occur in regions that have been uniformly proton exchanged (as judged by the surface roughness of before and after images, which are within 0.3 nm RMS of each other). These results demonstrate that both wavelength and electric field are important. Limited deposition does occur in a region of the samples where there is uniform proton exchange and periodic RIE. In this case, Ag nanowires with heights of $2.5 \pm 0.5$ nm and $3.8 \pm 1.1$ nm form on $-z$ and $+z$ surfaces, respectively, along a topographic feature resulting from the processing ($n=10$). This highlights the need for further research in this area, to determine the effect of RIE damage and etching in hydrofluoric acid, and also suggests that the routes for fabricating LN crystal templates with engineered reactivity are not limited to electric field poling and proton exchange.

**DISCUSSION**

In previous studies of LN, deposition has occurred on domain walls, which resulted in the formation of nanowire-like structures,\textsuperscript{19, 30} but also on the $+z$ and $-z$ domains depending on the intensity and wavelength of the illumination.\textsuperscript{21, 22} In the present study, deposition has occurred preferentially in the PE$_{LD}$ regions at the PE-LN interface. These results can be explained by the presence of an electric field, which allows the electrons to participate in the photochemical reduction of Ag$^+$ to Ag$^0$. As described before, there is qualitative agreement with the modeling of
the electric field components (Figure 1) and the measured electrostatic interactions (Figures 2c and 3c), both of which support the presence of a field at the PE-LN boundary.

At the PE-LN interface, where the magnitude of the in-plane field is at a maximum, the photogenerated electrons are moved from the LN towards the PE-LN interface, resulting in deposition in the PE_{LD} region for the –z surface. For the +z surface, even though the field at the PE-LN interface should push the electrons toward the LN side of the boundary, the deposition also occurs preferentially in the PE_{LD} region. Thus, the in-plane field alone cannot entirely explain the observed results. The electric field distribution is asymmetric around the PE-LN interface (Figure 1c) owing to the parabolic curvature of the depth of the PE region. This may contribute to the observed preferential deposition on the PE side of the PE-LN interface for both surfaces. Thus, the out-of-plane component of the electric field also plays a role in the deposition behavior. In the center of the LN and PE regions, the in-plane field component is reduced compared to the field at the PE-LN boundary, and the out-of-plane component of the electric field acts to deplete electrons (–z) or to keep them at the surface (+z). Therefore, the electrons generated in the PE region on the +z surface would accumulate at the surface of the PE_{LD} region and react with the Ag⁺.

Consideration of the out-of-plane component of the electric field suggests there could be photodeposition in the LN and PE_{RIE} regions on the +z surface, as electrons will be kept at the surface. There is a slight increase in the surface roughness (0.7 to 1.0 nm RMS) for the LN region after deposition on the +z surface (visible in Figure 4d), suggesting some deposition may have occurred there, although comparison of the roughness of LN regions in images taken before and after photodeposition does not always show this. Given the appearance of a well-defined RIE trench in the as prepared +z surface (Figure 3a), and the apparent partially filled trench after
the deposition on the +z surface (Figure 4c), it is possible that some Ag has deposited in the PErIE region as well. However, as stated previously, there are inhomogeneities in the as-prepared RIE trench depth, and without performing in situ deposition experiments or finding the same location before and after the deposition, it is difficult to determine absolutely whether deposition occurs in the PErIE region.

While the results obtained are consistent with electrostatic field directed charge accumulation, the observed behavior could further be explained by differences in the mobility or UV absorption edge in PE and LN regions. Göring et al. have shown that the photocconductivity of PELN under illumination with light of 514 nm wavelength is larger than that of LN, which is attributed to an ion migration process. It is therefore reasonable to assume a different conductivity between PE and LN regions. This difference in the electrical properties could influence the photodeposition process on these surfaces. Another possible explanation could be increased absorption and a corresponding higher number of photogenerated charge carriers in the PE regions. A comparison between the UV absorption edge measured in untreated LN and planar PELN crystals (with a Cary500 spectrophotometer) supports such an hypothesis, by providing evidence for a slight shift to longer wavelengths of the UV edge in proton exchanged LN (Figure 4e). Our results indicate that in addition to the electric field distribution at the surface, the optoelectronic properties such as photoconductivity or a shift in the absorption edge play an important role in the photochemical reactivity of PPELN surfaces. Further studies are necessary to fully understand this interplay.

To demonstrate the functionality of these photodeposited metallic nanostructures, the –z crystal has been immersed in a SERS-active 4-aminothiophenol -methanol solution. Plasmons can be excited on silver nanostructures when light creates a collective oscillation of the
conduction electrons on the surface of the metal.\textsuperscript{37-39} Figure 5a shows SERS of the target molecule, 4-aminothiophenol, which was assembled onto the Ag nanowire array. Only Raman bands below $\sim 1000$ cm$^{-1}$ can be accounted for by LN.\textsuperscript{40} Figure 5a(i) shows the Raman spectra for the PPELN region of the sample, which contains nanowires similar to the ones shown in Figure 4. The Raman spectral features above $\sim 1000$ cm$^{-1}$ possess several intense bands, which can be assigned to 4-aminothiophenol.\textsuperscript{41} The band positions and relative intensities of these bands are in agreement with the spectral features for SERS from 4-aminothiophenol, which arise from a combination of $a$ and $b$ type vibrational symmetries.\textsuperscript{41} In Figure 5a(ii), the intensity of the signal is reduced significantly. This Raman spectrum corresponds to the region that has been uniformly proton exchanged, but retains some topography associated with the RIE process, which contributed to the deposition of a thin Ag nanowire (inset to Figure 5a).

Figure 5b(i) shows the Raman spectrum above $\sim 1000$ cm$^{-1}$ recorded for the probe molecule 4-aminothiophenol absorbed onto the substrate in the same region. Weak spectral features above $\sim 1000$ cm$^{-1}$ can be seen, demonstrating that SERS can be observed from arrays of 2-3 nm high nanowires. The band positions and relative intensities enable assignment of the Raman bands to the probe molecule. Figure 5b(ii) shows Raman spectra for the substrate with the probe molecule only (the metallic structures were removed from the surface and the sample was exposed to the probe molecule as before). No probe molecule can be seen in the Raman signal. Overall, the Raman spectra in Figure 5 indicate that the Ag nanowires support plasmon assisted Raman (\textit{i.e.}, SERS). Such SERS-active nanostructures may be of interest for applications that require precise control over nanostructure size, shape, and distribution.
CONCLUSION

To summarize, we have used a chemical patterning technique to periodically pattern the optical, piezoelectric, and ferroelectric properties of a LN crystal. We have used these modulated properties to drive the assembly of metallic nanostructures, which have been further shown to be SERS-active. The deposition of Ag is dictated primarily by the lateral component of the electric field at the surface, which is strongest at the interface between LN and PE regions, and largely confined to the PE_{LD} region formed when protons diffused under the Ti mask used to fabricate the PPELN templates. Whereas nanowires formed on periodically poled LN are limited to the domain wall width and the geometry of the domain, on PPELN, the width of the proton exchange region, and hence the nanostructure width, can be controlled via processing conditions. We show that under the experimental conditions normally used to obtain nanowires along domain walls on periodically poled LN, it is possible to obtain wider nanostructures using chemical patterning. Proton exchange and photodeposition thus provide a way to control both the properties of the LN and the width of the deposited nanostructures. Ag deposition and SERS have also been observed from PE regions patterned via RIE, demonstrating the feasibility of alternative patterning routes. Notably, patterning by PE may enable new ways to fabricate complex nanostructures and control local reactivity from nano- to microscales for a range of sensing applications. Additionally, PE provides a route for combining the nonlinear optical properties of the substrates with the nanostructures formed at the surface for novel applications.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fabrication. We used 1.6 x 1.6 cm² samples, diced from optical grade, z-cut, 0.5 mm thick, 3" congruent LN wafers (CasTech Inc.). In order to selectively proton exchange the samples, a 100
nm-thick Ti mask was patterned onto either the –z or +z crystal surfaces using standard photolithography and RIE in a Cl2/Ar atmosphere. The Ti mask consisted of periodic stripes, parallel to the y axis of the substrate (period along x: Λ=6.09 μm). PE was then performed through the Ti-mask openings (w_RIE) by immersing the samples for 24 hours in benzoic acid at 200°C. Based on calibrations using a prism coupling method, these processing conditions correspond to a PE depth of ~2.7 μm. The lateral diffusion of protons under the Ti stripes resulted in final PE widths which were broader than the original mask openings. After the PE processing, the Ti layer was removed by etching in a hydrofluoric acid solution for ~4 seconds, leaving a patterned PPELN crystal with LN and PE regions, as illustrated in Figure 1a. The parabolic shape of the PE region, visible in the schematic of the cross section (Figure 1a), is a consequence of the PE diffusion proceeding in depth (z) as well as in the lateral direction underneath the Ti mask (x).

The PE-LN boundary corresponds to the sharp transition between a region where ferroelectric properties are significantly reduced by the substitution of Li⁺ with H⁺ and the substrate, characterized by a spontaneous polarization $P_{S\text{ubstr}}$, ~ 75 μC/cm². Accordingly, the strong gradient of $P_s$ gives rise to embedded electric fields, localized at the PE-LN interfaces. The resulting electric fields have been modeled using COMSOL Multiphysics.

Photodeposition. Prior to the photodeposition experiments, the samples were cleaned via sonication for 20 minutes each in isopropanol, acetone, and pure water (Milli-Q water, 18.3 MΩcm). The crystal was placed on a glass slide, and 150 µl of 0.01 M AgNO₃ solution was pipetted onto the surface. The samples were then illuminated for 10 minutes each with a super-bandgap light source (Spectroline 254 nm wavelength penlamp) at a distance of 2 cm above the surface (with specified power density, 2,000 μW/cm²). As a control, the samples were also
illuminated under the same conditions with a sub-bandgap light source (Spectrolite 365 nm wavelength penlamp with a specified power density of 1,000 µW/cm²), and with visible light. After illumination, the samples were immersed in pure water for 1 minute, and then blown dry with nitrogen.

**AFM.** AFM measurements were performed with a MFP-3D atomic force microscope (Asylum Research) equipped with highly doped PPP-NCH cantilevers (Nanosensors) having nominal resonant frequencies of 330 kHz and spring constants of 42 N/m. Prior to the AFM experiments, the tips were cleaned with ethanol and exposed to UV (BioForce UV/Ozone ProCleaner) for 10 minutes. AFM was used to image the surface topography and the piezoelectric and electrostatic properties of the substrates. Prior to, and after the deposition, the samples were imaged using amplitude modulation mode. To remove the deposited Ag, the samples were cleaned using the protocol mentioned above, however, in between the isopropanol and acetone sonication steps, the samples were gently rubbed with lens tissue soaked in isopropanol. During the sonication to remove the deposited silver, the nanoparticles can be harvested from the surface. After cleaning, the samples were imaged again to ensure the deposited Ag had been completely removed from the surfaces in order to reuse the samples.

**EFM and PFM.** The electrostatic and piezoelectric properties of the samples were obtained using EFM and PFM, respectively. EFM images were recorded in lift mode on the MFP-3D, whereby the tip is raised by a defined lift height above the surface after recording the topography on a complete scanline. The tip then follows the contour line of the topography from the previous scanline at the given lift height. At the same time, the mechanical excitation is switched off. Instead, an AC voltage at the resonance frequency of the cantilever is applied between tip and sample. The electrostatic interaction with the surface induces a mechanical vibration in the
cantilever that can be correlated to the local electric field present underneath the tip. In our experiment, the lift height was 10 nm and the AC voltage was 1 V.

During PFM, a 5 V AC voltage (600 kHz) was applied to the highly doped PPP-NCH tip during contact mode imaging, resulting in surface deformations via the converse piezoelectric effect. These surface deformations were recorded by monitoring the tip deflection and demodulated into amplitude and phase signals using a HF2LI (Zurich Instruments) lock-in amplifier. The topography was recorded simultaneously with the PFM signals via the MFP-3D controller. The PFM amplitude image provides information on the magnitude of the bias-induced deformation of the sample, and the PFM phase image provides information on the orientation of the spontaneous polarization. By convention, a phase offset is chosen such that a –z domain will exhibit a +90° PFM phase signal and a +z domain will exhibit a -90° signal. Thus, PFM phase images of LN crystals will have +90° and -90° signal for –z and +z surfaces, respectively.

**SERS.** For SERS measurements, a monolayer of 4-aminothiophenol was prepared by immersing the sample (after a photodeposition experiment) in 2 mM 4-aminothiophenol – methanol solution for 15 min. The sample was then dipped in methanol for 5 min to rinse off any excess molecules, and left to dry. The 4-aminothiophenol monolayer was excited at 532 nm. The laser was linearly polarized at a 45° angle relative to the laboratory y-axis with the direction of the laser along the z-axis. The sample was placed so that the nanowires were orientated along the x-axis. The Raman signal was collected at a backscattered angle and directed onto a charge coupled device via a monochromator.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the PPELN templates used. (b) Spatial distributions (over one PPELN period) of the in-plane ($E_x$) and out-of-plane ($E_z$) components of the electric field 10 nm below the $-z$ surface, and (c) vectorial electric field distributions around the PE region over a cross-section ($x, z$) close to the $-z$ surface.

Figure 1, Carville et al.
**Figure 2.** –z PPELN surface prior to photodeposition. (a) AFM topography image, and (b) the corresponding line profile from the region indicated in (a). (c) EFM phase image, and (d) the corresponding line profile from the region indicated in (c). (e) PFM amplitude image with an inset of the PFM phase image with a scan area of 20 µm and a data scale of 360º, and (f) the corresponding line profile from the region indicated in (e). The scale bar in (a) also applies to (c, e).

*Figure 2, Carville et al.*
Figure 3. +z PPELN surface prior to photodeposition. (a) AFM topography image, and (b) the corresponding line profile from the region indicated in (a). (c) EFM phase image, and (d) the corresponding line profile from the region indicated in (c). (e) PFM amplitude image with an inset of the PFM phase image with a scan area of 20 µm and a data scale of 360º, and (f) the corresponding line profile from the region indicated in (e). The scale bar in (a) also applies to (c, e).

Figure 3, Carville et al.
Figure 4. (a,c) AFM topography images and (b, d) corresponding line profiles [location indicated in (a, b)] after photodeposition on the –z and +z PPELN surfaces, respectively. (e) Measured absorbance (log(Transmission/100 %)) in the UV range for untreated and proton-exchanged LN crystals: blue and black lines, respectively. Spectra have been recorded on 0.5 mm-thick congruent samples (transmission along the crystal c-axis). The proton exchanged crystal had PE layers on both surfaces, amounting to a total PE thickness of 2.56 µm.

Figure 4, Carville et al.
Figure 5. (a) SERS signal from the substrate and the probe molecule 4-aminothiophenol adsorbed onto the Ag nanowires formed on the surface of (i) the periodically proton exchanged area (Figure 4a) and (ii) the region that has been uniformly proton exchanged with periodic RIE stripes (AFM topography image is shown as an inset to (a)). (b) (i) SERS signal from the same region as a(ii), and (ii) the signal from 4-aminothiophenol and LN for a sample exposed to the 4-aminothiophenol-methanol solution after the nanowires have been removed (for wavenumbers greater than 1000). The z-data scale for the inset in (a) is 10 nm.

Figure 5, Carville et al.
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